ASFPM Coastal Issues Call
Date: Tuesday, Dec 14, 2021 Time: 1-2 p.m. (EDT)

Topics:

ASFPM 2022 Conference session ideas -
- The committee is openly seeking membership feedback on discussion ideas to share information and creating more opportunities to connect.
- Invite Feds for updates
  - NOAA - Digital Coast, National Geodetic Services, CO-OPs..
    - Doug Marci (??) - new climate curves
  - USACE - to hear about coastal studies
  - FEMA -
    - Lauren Schmied and Christine Lindemer coastal lead at FEMA HQ
    - Talk about the coastal studies and initiatives.
  - Risk Map - 3 production teams
- Union of Concerned Scientist - Shanna Uvardy update on climate work
- ASFPM Climate Change task force - Bob Freitag or other rep
- Featured chapter - West coast?
  - NORFMA or California/HI
- Also need to think if there are hybrid options for this meeting

Monthly calls -
- Considering more calls in 2022 (January, March and/or April)
- January 2022 - Resilience topic
- March – ASFPM Conf
- April 2022 - product roll outs like ASFPM Flood mitigation library and NOAA Coastal County Snapshots
- Other call topics
  - Tsunamis
  - Tornado Alley